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Shakespeare Company's festival of theater in Boston and New England Conservatories stage Shakespearean opera

(Taken from page 10)

Helena, and William Mount as a very dashing Demetrius. All four came together in Act III for a splendid quartet ('like a jewel...') which brings out the poetry in Shakespeare's words. In a dramatic production such lines must be too quickly passed over.

The orchestra, which sounded a lot bigger than 20 strings and 10 winds, has to work, but in context is a compelling interpretation such lines must be too quickly passed over. It is often tricky to pull off a work sung in English because once the audience understands the lines it begins to pay close attention to their interpretation. Given the quality of the acting, this was a positive boon to the ensemble.

The score becomes delightfully silly at this point. Puck (Matthew Morrisey), who oddly enough does not sing, executed some good gesticulations, and nearly hijacked himself leaping off stage, but was a bit of a hyperkinetic monkey on occasion. The fairies had some nice business when given specific tasks, particularly Moth (Evelina Quintiliani), who stood ineffective guard over Titania, and later developed an affection for Bottom. But the general fairie flitting was negligible.

It is often tricky to pull off a work sung in English because once the audience understands the lines it begins to pay close attention to their interpretation. Given the quality of the acting, this was a positive boon to the ensemble.
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